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This is a paper that curates a vast collection of human knowledge to derive inferences on artificial intelligence design.
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Abstract—The design of any Artificial Intelligence requires
keeping within perspective, the various properties of matter and
life in the known universe, while remaining cautious of biases and
misconceptions that arise from the limitations of prior learning,
available tools and sensory capabilities. This paper curates a
vast collection of human knowledge gathered during the process
of questioning the fundamentals of why the mechanisms that
constitute life were built in specific ways, and re-questioning those
facts using anomalies that sometimes contradict or expose errors
in human assumptions of life and intelligence. The observation
of such vast knowledge at a single glance also helps identify
interesting patterns in various phenomena that can in-time, spur
creative solutions and assist with intelligent inferences.

Index Terms—machine learning, cognitive agents, artificial
intelligence algorithmic design and analysis, machine intelligence,
artificial general intelligence

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific research has built vast labyrinths of human knowl-

edge from the toil of researchers who have attempted uncov-

ering the secrets of the universe. Standing on the shoulders

of these giants, this paper presents a very wide perspec-

tive of facts and anomalies that need to be kept in mind

when conceptualizing the design of any AI. The discovery

of wavelengths beyond the human-audible and human-visible

spectrum, heliocentrism and the properties of quantum physics

are some examples of how prior knowledge was created simply

by thoughts, perceptions and logical deductions which were

channeled and limited by available knowledge, sensory inputs

and available tools. It would be wise to learn from the serious

errors of reputed philosophers like Aristotle, who assumed that

flies originated from putrid matter, and crocodiles were created

from rotting logs [15]. Intelligence is currently known as the

ability to infer information, retain it and apply it adaptively

in an environment [106]. However, since the constitution

of intelligence is unknown and pursuits to simulate general

intelligence are yet to achieve success, it helps to re-evaluate

the direction that research is taking, and think-through the

corrective steps necessary to channel existing research in a

direction that is more likely to achieve objectives. This paper

deviates from conventional styles of presenting information, to

assimilate a broad spectrum of fascinating knowledge, analyze

it, utilize it to rule out misconceptions and derive insights

from anomalies and observed patterns. The objective is not

to define intelligence, but to help minds escape biases created

by perceptions of intelligence and to trigger new ideas for

the architecture and design of both the technology for AI and

for innovative biological experimentation that could result in

new discoveries. AI history is scattered with repeated hopes

and claims [26] of being at the threshold of creating a viable

AI, followed by disappointment and scathing reviews. Some

researchers have proposed that AI needs to be built from the

ground-up [85], and building a true AI does indeed require

identifying the basic characteristics of intelligence, analyzing

anomalies and associating them with similar phenomena that

offer clues about its architecture and purpose. The observations

presented are not meant to be exhaustive, but sufficiently broad

in scope and reasonably concise, to keep in perspective various

phenomena that need to be accounted for when designing any

AI. Section II presents similar research that has investigated

the basis of intelligence, section III presents knowledge of

various fascinating facts and anomalies that tingle the mind

and help narrow down on what constitutes intelligence, section

IV presents inferences derived from section III and the paper

concludes with section V.

II. RELATED WORK

There appears to be no other work that has attempted

assimilating such a vast spectrum of knowledge, but history

is witness to a swathe of persistent efforts at creating in-

telligent machines and examining the nuances of biological

life. This section presents a small subset of such efforts.

Ancient Greek myths spawned ideas like Talos, which were

among the first documented AI conceptualizations. By the

17th century, Rene Descartes and contemporary anatomists

who were influenced by the concept of mechanical statues

and clocks, proposed theories of the body being similar to a

machine, and theorized that ideas originated from both sensory

experiences as well as from the conscious mind. In 1747,

a French physician La Mettrie concluded from observations

that “The human body is a machine that winds up its own

springs; it is a living image of the perpetual motion”. In 1854,

George Boole presented Boolean algebra as the mathematics

of human intellect [82], but it was only until the 1940’s that

abstract reasoning by machines was made possible with the

Church-Turing thesis and the invention of the digital computer

which demonstrated that any mathematical operation could be

performed using 0 and 1. Research into AI and it’s christening



began at Dartmouth College in 1956 [62], where scientists

from various fields attempted precisely describing every aspect

of intelligence, to simulate it via a machine, followed by

other scholars who pondered deeply about life [99]. Other

researchers like David Marr rejected symbolic approaches

[26] and stressed on the importance of AI understanding

concepts from the bottom up, where the AI is allowed to

possess sensorimotor skills which would eventually help it

build commonsense. Researchers also agreed with Moravec’s

paradox that abstract reasoning was among the least important

skills for an AI to possess, as detailed in the paper “Elephants

Don’t Play Chess” [14], where the author argues that “the

world is its own best model”. Cognitive scientists took the

concept forward via the embodied mind thesis [65]. Post-

2011, work on AI has focused predominantly on deep learning

and big-data, where Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN’s)

and Recurrent Neural Network’s (RNN’s) have bettered even

human accuracy on the MINST database, beat humans in

answering general trivia questions and even beat humans in Go

and Poker [104], while still suffering from problems like over-

fitting, the vanishing gradient problem and continued criticism

about the definition and method of evaluating intelligence

being fundamentally flawed [101] [54], due to how important

properties of the brain’s cortex are ignored [53]. Although

attempts have been made to map the flow of brain activity to

determine the relationship between the sensory and cognitive

operations in various cortexes [46], a more recent study on

the biological basis for intelligence has identified genes and

cellular properties associated with intelligence [44].

III. OBSERVATIONS

Various past inventions and discoveries were the result of

comparing similar patterns in phenomena, paying attention to

anomalies and investigating deeper. Although the field of AI

has undergone such scrutiny, it is imperative to keep in mind

many more realities of the universe and details of life, before

making assumptions about intelligence or designing machines.

The following sub-sections present various such realities.

A. The universe

Limited perspective once led people to believe that the Earth

was at the center of the universe [43] and humans were the

most important of all creation. It was the observations of

Nicolaus Copernicus, Galileo Galilei, the Big Bang theory

proposal and many other scientific observations that eventually

altered opinions and brought forward theories that the universe

began approximately 13.8 billion years ago and may be

93 billion light years wide. The Milky Way galaxy itself

contains around 200 billion stars and the universe consists

of vast expanses of dark matter, dark energy, ordinary matter,

antimatter and electromagnetic radiation [98]. An important

pattern to note here is that the forces or laws of nature acting

on matter depend on the properties of matter at its respective

scale. At large scales, conventional theories of gravity and

relativity are unable to explain the rotation of galaxies [21]

and at small scales, it is theorized that bacteria may be unable

to detect gravity [32] due to their small size.

1) Anomalies: Life exists on a seemingly insignificant

speck of matter (Earth) in a universe that appears to contain

no other form of life or activity in large volumes of its

vast expanse, but may potentially harbor life in denser areas

[35]. Similarly, microbes exist on specks of matter that are

insignificant in size compared to the volume of the Earth.

In a universe that harbors various forms of activity (wind,

revolutions, nuclear reactions, nebulae, supernovas, comets,

black holes etc.), where known and unknown forces give

planets, stars and galaxies certain shapes, the pattern of life is

an anomaly due to living entities possessing active bodies and

highly adaptive, social, directed behaviors (including microbial

intelligence [38]) and memories that are capable of accounting

for past phenomena and anticipating future phenomena.

B. Life on Earth

Earth’s biodiversity is evidence of how multiple independent

agents can gradually discover properties of their environment

and use specialized technology in their bodies to take advan-

tage of what the environment offers. Even more astounding,

is the generalization capability of a storage mechanism like

DNA, which encodes a vast array of data. The Earth potentially

contains one trillion different types of species, each special-

izing in incredible feats of technology, as listed in table I.

Science is yet to ascertain how birds and fishes discovered they

could utilize the Earth’s magnetic field to determine direction,

how ants and other species realize that the weather is going to

turn rough, how plants and bacteria designed seeds and spores

which allow them to survive for centuries, how clams realized

that calcium could be utilized to create a shell, what kind of a

decision process allowed whales to evolve such a huge body

full of cells that coordinate so well, how insects learnt to make

sense of visual inputs from multi-faceted ommatidia, how the

Warnowiid dinoflagellate acquired what appears to be an eye

with a lens, how snails created the necessary chemicals in the

slime that helps them move, how the Tardigrade used the Dsup

protein in its DNA to protect the DNA from radiation (Dsup

when applied on human cells also suppresses X-ray damage

by 40% [111]). The entire body of an organism adapts to

fulfill the special ability it possesses, and it is interesting to

note that no organism appears to possess the capability of

integrating multiple such special abilities. For example, there

is no chameleon which has the ability to spin a web, possess

ommatidia, survive in space, survive lack of water, possess

bioluminescence and also fly while echo-locating prey.

1) Anomalies: The variety of capabilities in table I chal-

lenge current assumptions based on which artificial neural

networks (ANN) and computational intelligence (CI) algo-

rithms are built. Consider: 1. Prions appear to mutate and adapt

without nucleic acids [72]. 2. The multicellular sea sponge co-

ordinates its body and possesses a long-term memory without

a neural network [31]. 3. The Turritopsis dohrnii can reverse

its biotic cycle to transform from adult stage to polyp stage. 4.

Humans are the only creature capable of using technology at



TABLE I
SPECIAL ABILITIES OF ORGANISMS / AGENTS

Organism/agent Special abilities

Infectious prion Evolution without nucleic acids [77]

Satellite virus Uses a symbiote virus to replicate

Virus Attaches to cell, penetrates it and replicates using cell’s machinery

Magnetospirillum Produces magnetite from ingested iron and moves according to the magnetic field of the Earth (magnetotaxis) [48]

Shewanella Respiration via metals rather than via oxygen [109]

D. radiodurans Capability to repair its DNA even when damaged by 5000 grays of radiation [116]

T. gondii Alters host organism’s behaviour via epigenetic re-modelling to make the host more susceptible to being preyed upon [37]

Slime molds Asexual reproduction, learning and habituation to environment without neurons (primitive cognition), transfer of learning to other
cells via cellular fusion [112]

Chitons Biomineralizes magnetite from ferrihydrite raw material to form teeth that are the strongest known biomineral

Antlions Digs a low-traction funnel in mud, uses venom, uses body waste to spin silk for cocoon, metamorphosis

Termites Digests wood, cooperatively designs, plans and builds a termite hill architecture

Flies Possess compound ommatidia, flight, sensitive antennae, agility, adhesive grip

Sea Sponges Re-mold bodies without using neurons, trap food by redirecting water flow, swim during larval stage

Butterflies Metamorphosis, flight, locating nectar, specialized proboscis, ultraviolet vision

Tardigrades Extreme resilience to temperature, pressure, dehydration, toxins, radiation, outer-space survival

Axolotls Amphibious, capability to regenerate almost any part of its body

Mantis shrimps Uses appendages made of hydroxyapatite and polysaccharide chitin to strike prey or predators at a rate of 23 m/s and 1500
Newton, possess the most complex visual system in the animal kingdom [108]

Spiders Web-creation, venom, UV vision, dynamic attachment of limbs on surfaces, trap-doors, parthenogenesis (in T. stenaspis [67])

Bats Echolocation via mouth and wing, capable of switching-off auditory ability at-will

Angler fishes Bioluminescence from bacteria, survival under high water pressure

Frogs/Toads Sticky saliva on long tongue to trap insects, detects earthquakes early, tunes ears to specific frequency

Salamanders Regenerates lost limbs, amphibious, long tongue to trap prey, venom, camouflage, batesian mimicry

Turritopsis dohrnii Reversing its lifecycle via cellular transdifferentiation

Tailor birds Flight, building a nest by sewing leaves, laying eggs, ultraviolet vision

Lyre birds Flight, accurate mimicry of various sounds using a complex syrinx

Venus flytraps Acquires food from soil, by photosynthesis and by trapping insects

Octopuses Camouflage, venom, intelligence to use tools, mimics shapes, possesses suckers on limbs

Snakes Motility without legs, venom, infrared sense, gliding in air, swimming, spitting venom

Eels Generates electric shocks of upto 860V [29], swimming, breathing underwater with gills

Sharks Electroreception, sleeps while swimming, parthenogenisis

Redwood trees Grows upto 106 meter high, lives more than 2000 years

a rapid rate, to achieve a multitude of abilities without altering

the human body to achieve the ability (wheels, x-rays, night

vision, artificial light, flight, rocket propulsion, space-suits and

now humans also aim to create intelligence).

C. Details of life

Simulating artificial life requires accepting the scale, com-

plexity and equilibrium of real life. The following facts present

the astounding level of technology in cellular life.

1) Purpose of life : Human knowledge is yet to bridge the

explanatory gap [71] of noogenesis (creation of intelligence)

and the purpose of life. Prior theories such as panspermia

(life being abundant in the universe), life beginning from

autocatalytic chemical reactions, theories based on chemicals

and evidence from meteors, have attempted explaining [17]

how the chemicals that constitute the building blocks of

life may have come into existence, but Homo sapiens have

existed on Earth a mere 300 kiloannums, compared to the 4.1

gigaannums that elapsed since life first appeared on Earth, and

also compared to the 20 gigaannums since the theoretical “Big

Bang”. It is possible that events in the universe are unfolding

too slowly and in too many dimensions for humans to perceive

enough of it to make accurate conclusions.

2) Biological programming: Neurons are merely the tip-

of-the-iceberg in a multi-dimensional equilibrium of chemi-

cals that constitute intelligence. In each cell, a biochemical

cascade of events create cellular networks and communica-

tion mechanisms such as mechanotransduction, thermoception,

osmosensors, ion channels, lipophilic messengers and redox

signaling (intracrine signals), forming an integral part of the

“biological software”. DNA is 2 nanometer in width, approx-

imately 2 to 3 meter long and is packed so compactly using

histones, that it occupies merely 10% of a cell’s volume. The

ACGTU nucleobases in DNA/RNA are arranged as triplets

called codons, that specify the sequence of protein synthesis,

gene expression, forming the gene regulatory network, gender

determination, specification of the homeobox sequence (which

specifies cell migration spatially and temporally within the

embryo, to create distinct body parts), biochemical properties,

behaviors and the shape of an organism (morphogenesis)

[2]. During the complex process of copying DNA (called

transcription), a helicase molecule breaks hydrogen bonds to

“unzip” DNA and then replication begins. During replication,

one error can occur per 100000 base pairs, which can add

up to 120000 errors in the 6 billion base pairs [94]. DNA

polymerase is capable of detecting and correcting transcription

errors to maintain fidelity of the original DNA strand. The

replication is performed so faithfully that retroviruses can

insert viral DNA into infected cells, and the cell replicates the

viral DNA. Currently, science possesses knowledge of only



the mechanisms that occur, but the method by which these

complex molecules follow a detailed procedure is unknown.

Another interesting directed mechanism is the manner in

which guidance proteins (semaphorin, ephrin, netrin, Slits)

guide neurons in the brain [110] to form connections with

specific neurons that are identified by molecular labels.

3) Genetic anomalies: 1. Mutations in the Drosophila’s

labial gene can cause the mouth and head structures that

initially grow outside the body, to not get internally involuted,

thus preventing the salivary gland and pharynx from growing

[84]. 2. DNA not only stores information, but is also used

to trap microbes by wrapping around it as a neutrophil

extracellular trap [13]. 3. Normally, the genetic code is fixed

in organisms, but some microorganisms are capable of dy-

namically increasing their genetic code [73]. 4. DNA can

be artificially synthesized without a template DNA [34]. 5.

Viruses exploit the molecular machinery in cells to “walk”

on microtubules and to replicate themselves [8]. 6. Amoeba

dubia has a genome size of 670 billion base pairs, but a human

genome has only 2.9 billion base pairs [63]. 7. Certain trees

like the Banyan and Pando [30] spread roots, forming a single

genetic individual that appears to live forever. 8. Transposons

of DNA (called “selfish DNA”) demonstrate that cells or genes

could potentially exercise a choice about DNA transferability

and its position in the genome [40]. 9. Without laboratory

equipment, an isolated human will be unable to reproduce on

his/her own.

4) Biological communication: Cells recognize and com-

municate with each other (thus exhibiting social behavior

[39]) via either mechanical forces detected or exerted by the

cell, or via biochemical molecules which include autocrine,

juxtacrine, paracrine and endocrine signals [6]. Surprisingly,

even microbes in the human intestine communicate with the

intestine’s epithelial cells [23] [78]. A fascinating method

of information sharing also exists in the form of mobile

genetic elements (plasmids) in bacteria that can be shared

between bacterial cells. Communication requirements have

also caused neurons to take specialized forms such as unipolar,

bipolar, multipolar, anaxonic, pseudounipolar, basket cells,

purkinje cells, Lugaro cells, spindle cells and more. Similar to

cellular communication, multicellular organisms also possess

autocommunication (communication sent and received by self)

and various other modes of communication, which use organs

as higher level sensors and receptors. Humans, as a biological

organism, use specialized mechanisms like wired networks,

wireless networks, satellite communication and even signals

to contact potential extraterrestrial life.

5) The protoplasm and biological machinery: The majority

of a cell’s volume is water, but apart from the various

organelles, lipids and plastids (in plants), an intracellular fluid

called cytosol forms a complex gradient of various molecules

whose functions are not fully known. Cells also possess a

flexible cytoskeleton consisting of filaments and microtubules

that gives shape to cells, allows cells to deform, helps perform

muscle contraction and is even suspected to form a vibratory

and conductive means of communication which is suspected

to play a role in quantum neuronal information processing and

consciousness (controversial) [25]. Cells also use machinery

like adenosine triphosphate synthase, which is composed of

sub-units that function as a rotor and axle, thus forming

a nano-motor that synthesizes ATP, which is used to store

and transport electrical energy. Various types of myosin and

kinesin also perform functions of “walking” on cellular fila-

ments to transport organelles larger than 20nm within the cell.

Other molecular machines like ribosomes, synthesize proteins,

polymerases and spliceosomes that act on DNA/RNA.

6) Cellular anomalies: 1. Cells are always generated from

cells. There has been no documented evidence of a cell

assembling another form of life external to itself (although

there have been successful laboratory attempts at creating

artificial cells that perform a limited function like blood

filtration [19]). Even artificially produced meat is grown from

real cells. 2. While stem cells possess a pluripotency that

allows them to differentiate into various cell types, certain

cell-types like neurons do not undergo cell division due to a

lack of centrioles. 3. At a time when the function of sperm

was unknown, scientists considered sperm cells to be parasites

[22]. Similarly, when considering why proteins do not get

tangled up, the unexpected discovery of unstructured proteins

being responsible for signaling and regulatory functions [49]

were considered as anomalies, but it brought to light the multi-

functional role of molecules when they exist in various shapes.

4. Tumor cells lack contact inhibition, hence invading tissues,

piling up and overlapping. 5. Prokaryotes do not possess a

distinct, membrane-bound nucleus.

7) Senescence and death : Aging is attributed to factors like

an unstable genome, exhaustion of stem cells, malfunction of

mitochondria etcetera [74], resulting in death of an organism.

One of the ways cells die is via disassembly, during a

process called apoptosis, in which neighbouring cells neatly

remove dead cell parts (efferocytosis) without allowing various

chemicals in the disintegrating cell to affect the surrounding

tissues. The necessity of aging and death is still a mystery.

D. Some human abilities

Cellular operations occur in patterns that are in many ways

similar to the pattern of operations in larger clusters of cells

like the human body. It is important to notice the variety,

the extent of cellular cooperation and biological engineering

involved in seemingly simple mechanisms, while also keeping

in mind the knowledge arguments [58] and the reality that the

understanding of the universe we possess is a function of our

senses.

1) Hearing: Air pressure vibrates the eardrum and ossicles,

causing a pressure differential in cochlear fluids that transmits

across the basilar membrane. The cochlea distributes each

Fourier component of sound to stimulate hair cells, where

the shearing motion between the reticular lamina and tectorial

membrane deflects hair to create mechano-electrical transduc-

tion, which is processed as sound in the auditory system.

Audio is processed by the temporal lobe which also recognizes

and perceives memory (music evokes past memories). The



manner in which the brain processes audio can cause auditory

illusions like hearing conversations in random noises [10], and

the brain can even distinguish between minor variations in

frequency as demonstrated by visually impaired people who

navigate by performing clicking sounds using their tongue

and listening to the reflected sound [107]. Music can induce

cerebral blood flow in various portions of the brain, caus-

ing release of oxytocin, serotonin and dopamine, indicating

linkage to reward, motivation, emotion and arousal, while

unpleasant melodies can even trigger the cingulate cortex,

indicating emotional pain and conflict [11].

2) Vision: Before light reaches the rod cells and cone cells

of the human eye (where the cell membrane potential is altered

by the absorption of photons by photoreceptor proteins), it

passes through multiple transparent layers of nerves. Signals

triggered on various such 150 million receptors are channeled

via a mere 1 million nerves in the optic nerve, indicating visual

data generalization, specialized encoding or pre-processing

that reduces data dimensionality. Visual information is then

processed by the visual cortex in the brain. A long-standing

philosophical debate called the Molyneux problem (whether

a congenitally blind person whose vision is restored would

recognize shapes by sight if the person was first allowed to

touch those objects without viewing them) was resolved when

it was noticed that congenitally blind people whose vision was

restored, found it very hard to understand spatial information

conveyed by sight. They looked at streetlights outside a

window and said the light was pasted onto the window glass.

If a person walked away from them, they said the person was

shrinking. When using tools, they preferred to close their eyes.

[47]. One such person who did not recognize a lathe when he

saw one, proceeded to close his eyes and touch the parts of

the lathe. Then he opened his eyes and remarked: “Now that

I have felt it, I can see” [1]. This clearly shows that senses

form experiences as a combination multiple sensory inputs.

Visual anomalies [33] and observations that constitute the

Gestalt principles of grouping (proximity, similarity, closure,

good continuation, common fate, good form) [66] offer more

clues into how vision is processed .

3) Touch, smell and taste: Human skin can have upto

500 mechanoreceptors of various kinds, per cubic cm, which

convey the sensation of touch to the somatosensory cortex in

the brain. The olfactory system ensures that odor molecules

which dissolve into the mucus of the nasal cavity are detected

by olfactory neurons, based on the odor concentration and then

transmitted to various parts of the brain. The gustatory system

(sense of taste) consists of approximately 5000 taste buds,

each containing approximately 100 taste receptors to which

molecules bind onto.

4) Anomalies: 1. Damage to the amygdala impairs emotion

recognition in music [45]. 2. People who stutter can be expert

singers. 3. A person with retrograde and anteretrograde amne-

sia had his musical memory intact, was able to play the cello

and could remember music from the past [36]. 4. When blanks

are left in music, people activate deeper parts of the auditory

cortex to fill the blanks. Nothing is known yet about how music

is stored in the brain. 5. In the famous case of Mr. Waterman,

who retained motor control but lost the ability to perceive

touch after a viral infection; he could not control any part of his

body without looking at it. Not knowing where his arms and

legs were, led to a floating sensation (perhaps the same that

people experience in their dreams of falling). This shows the

distinction between the neurons responsible for motor skills

versus the neurons responsible for touch [95]. 6. Humans know

the relative location of body parts and objects relative to the

body, via the senses of proprioception, as demonstrated by

a fascinating case of a blind painter who painted impressive

paintings of the world via mental representations that were

created by tactile inputs [3]. 7. Chemicals like miraculin which

by themselves have no sweet taste, are capable of inducing a

sweet taste to sour tasting chemicals [97]. 8. Loss of the ability

to smell (anosmia) is among the last senses to be lost with age,

and loss of taste is rarely observed [12].

5) Physiognomy and the homunculus: Why do creatures

need a face, when signaling can be achieved via electricity,

chemicals, sound, touch and vision? Humans take decisions

based on their judgment of a person’s facial appearance [113].

A similar anomaly persists about why only humans have a

chin [27]. The high weightage the brain assigns to interpreting

patterns as faces (as seen in pareidolia [96]) and the manner in

which exaggerated or distorted portions of faces in caricatures

[42] are distinctly identifiable, is evidence of a plasticity in

communication between the various cells that identify shapes

and associate them with various parts of the brain. Researchers

have identified a sensory homunculus, which represents a

map of brain areas dedicated to sensory processing for dif-

ferent anatomical divisions of the body. Similarly, a motor

homunculus represents a map of brain areas dedicated to motor

processing for different anatomical divisions of the body [79].

6) Time perception and temporal illusions: The inference

model of time states that events are inferred by association

between the event and events whose date/time is known. This

is handled by the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum

[92]. Audio, tactile and vision signals are processed at varied

speeds by neurons. The brain creates a unified representation

from these signals by waiting for 1/10th of a second and retro-

spectively interprets the event [20]. This sometimes results in

temporal illusions. It is theorized that time perception may be

a low-level function since rats whose cortexes were removed,

were still capable of estimating time intervals of upto 40

second [60]. Certain narcotics are also known to distort time

perception [5].

7) Memory encoding and recall: Although the exact pro-

cess of encoding memories is unknown, it is experimentally

known to be influenced by attention, emotion and sensory

inputs encountered during an event. Each sensory input is

processed by portions of the brain cortex, combined in the hip-

pocampus, compared with older memories and stored [105].

To process direction and space, the brain has a special spatial

representation system that uses place cells and grid cells

[86]. Memory is successfully retrieved when brain activity

resembles the activity performed during the time of learning,



and memory can be updated during retrieval [105]. The brain

has the capability to compress the perceived time between

voluntary action and sensory result. This is achieved via a

phenomenon called postdiction.

8) Anomalies: 1. A stroke (cell death in parts of the

brain) can cause aphasia (language disorders, loss of ability

to understand and loss of reading/writing skills but does

not affect intelligence), dysarthia (affects muscles used for

speaking but does not affect the ability to select words to

speak or to understand others), dyspraxia (inability to move

muscles in the correct sequence needed for clear speech).

Stroke can also make facial expression stagnant, alter vision

and hearing. It can affect short- term memory, mood, the

ability to focus and swallow [28]. 2. In 1951, experiments held

at McGill University attempted sensory deprivation on students

(using goggles, gloves and earphones). Students deprived of

sensory inputs, lost their ability to think properly and started

having hallucinations [88]. 3. The alien hand syndrome is a

phenomenon where people perform actions with their hands

without consciously controlling it, but they do retain a sense of

ownership of the hand. Lesions on the posterior parietal cortex

(which simulates self-recognition) results in an inability to

recognize ones own body parts and movements [51]. 4. Partial

removal of the hippocampus and parahippocampal cortices did

not impair Henry Molaison’s [76] intellect, but demonstrated

the importance of associating past memories for inferences.

5. The persistence of an engram (memory trace) even after

erasing synaptic memories, may indicate that memories are

not stored only in neuron synapses [59]. 6. Phineas Gage,

whose brain suffered damage at the frontal lobe, retained his

intellect [75]. 7. people with anteretrograde amnesia are unable

to create new memories.

E. Cognition and psychology

1) Cognition and learning: Cognitive science is yet to

make headway in definitively explaining the concept of self,

free-will and consciousness. However, given the manner in

which prions adapt, and viruses make use of cellular mech-

anisms, it does beg the question of whether cognition has

a more fundamental origin. Insects as small as ants have

responded to the mirror test [18] and the function of mirror

neurons controversially depict a fundamental mechanism of

identification of self and associating it with similar concepts

of the external world [55]. Emotion is also related to cognition,

and is tied to the limbic structures and the pre-frontal cortex of

the brain [89] [52]. When learning to speak, human children

begin with phonological errors (remove few letters of the word

or altering it into other letters). They go through a cooing stage

with vocalization like “eh” or “heh” [57], then a holophrastic

stage where they speak single words and answer questions,

the telegraphic stage where the child expresses feelings in

sentences and finally the multi-word stage. It is interesting

to note how a child’s imitation of words and actions are a

generalized version of the actual word or action. This is a

vital clue that the brain stores information by adding “low res-

olution” information repeatedly to finally achieve perfection.

On the other hand, children kept in extreme social isolation or

raised with animals during isolation, imitate animal behaviors.

When brought out of isolation, they do exhibit the ability to

learn via sign language or spoken language, which leads to the

hypothesis that spoken language is innate to humans. They are

also known to hoard items they like, form bonds with people

they like, relate past events and link it with consequences

and even introspect whether events were caused by their own

doing, even if it was not. Examination of their brain activity

also led to the conclusion that there is a difference between

cognition and language acquisition [69]. Intellectually disabled

children perform worse than children without disabilities at

theory-of-mind (ToM) tasks (understanding mental states of

self and others) [102]. Concepts of fluid intelligence, crys-

tallized intelligence and Piaget’s observations of four stages

of cognitive development in children [103] also provide clues

into the constitution of intelligence.

2) Starvation: Known as the Minnesota starvation experi-

ment [64], a group of volunteers were subjected to starvation

for six months. Starvation caused them to become progres-

sively silent, immobile and apathetic. Trivial incidents annoyed

them, they complained of tiredness, muscle soreness, cramps,

depression, dizziness, lack of ambition, moodiness, a feeling of

being aged, loss of libido and they became sensitive to noise.

Their visual acuity was decreased only a little at high illu-

mination but their auditory acuity for every sound frequency

improved and their intellect was unaffected. Psychologically,

they developed an overwhelming preoccupation with food and

became introverted.

3) Asch, Milgram and Stanford experiments: Solomon

Asch conducted a conformity experiment where he noted that

75 percent of the test subjects decided to agree with a group’s

opinions, even if the group deliberately took wrong decisions,

the individual knew it was wrong and the individual was

under no pressure to agree with the group [70]. Similarly,

the Milgram conformity experiment showed that volunteers

from all walks of life were willing to give electric shocks

to a person, just because an authority figure told them it

was alright. Only 14 of the 40 people eventually dared to

disobey, but the remaining 26 obeyed. This demonstrated

that obedience is a psychological mechanism linking political

purpose and individual action. It creates a binding factor

which results in adherence to authority to such an extent that

it overrides training in ethics, sympathy and moral conduct

[9]. In the Stanford prison experiment, people who were

granted authority, were willing to humiliate, create disparity

and physically abuse the people they had authority over [117].

4) Anomalies: 1. Certain people are born with insensitivity

to pain, due to mutations in the SCN9A gene [93]. 2. Deja

vu is negatively correlated with age, and occurs more in

people with greater amount of a variety of experiences in life

[41]. 3. The manner in which cognitive illusions, auditory

hallucinations, psychosis, photosensitive epilepsy and drug-

induced-hallucinations manifest themselves, provide various

clues into how the brain compensates for chemical imbalances

or incomplete or fast-paced sensory inputs. 4. Anosognosia



patients lack the ability to identify deficits in their bodily

function [91]. 5. The fact that humans think of what would

happen after they die, could provide clues to the physical basis

of cognition. 6. Dreams do not always follow a logical pattern,

and this creative process of the brain is evident in how pleasure

is derived from cartoons, jokes, poems and story-telling. 7. In

an experiment, people who could identify a penny and had

seen a penny multiple times for many years, could not recall

the exact details of a penny from memory [87]. 8. Animals do

not ask questions [61].

F. The machine dimension

Computation using machines began with analog techniques,

progressed to digital, hybrid of digital and analog [115],

and now is at the threshold of quantum computing [50]. In

the digital space, although octal, hexadecimal and ternary

representations were possible, binary representation of data

gained prominence due to simplicity of representing on/off

states with electricity, the capacity to encode English numerals

and alphabets within 8 bits and the prominence of English

being used for programming languages. This exposes a reality

of hardware and software: computing has historically been op-

timized for hardware, software, calculations, English, speed of

execution, latency, memory, the limitations of readability and

representation. Although attempts at artificial life [114], artifi-

cial chemistry [80], artificial cells [16], molecular informatics,

neuromorphic computing [83], AI accelerator hardware, cogni-

tive architectures [68], symbolic AI, anti-logic (scruffy), sub-

symbolic, embodied intelligence, computational intelligence,

soft-computing and statistical learning have been attempted,

there exists the reality that the fundamental building-blocks of

hardware and software may need to be re-designed from the

perspective of representing a multi-dimensional world-model

and intelligence. Software is currently stored as 0 or 1 on

various kinds of volatile and non-volatile memory, transported

between circuits via buses, signals are multiplexed, demul-

tiplexed, processed in hardware registers, encoded as higher

level packets, checked for CRC errors, interfaced with other

hardware and software, and molded into whatever function

humans wish the machine to perform. Machines are thus

supplied with a generous amount of the energy and instructions

they require to perform tasks, but the capability of artificial

general intelligence is far from being realized. When concep-

tualizing concepts from the perspective of a machine and how

a machine would choose to exist, it may be possible that a

machine would find it more convenient to exist in outer-space,

where solar energy is available in abundance, friction would

be lesser, the machine could perform independent research

to determine more about the properties and composition of

the universe, source raw materials from space [90] and plan

missions that span billions of years. Independent, artificially-

conscious machines may be least interested in domination over

humans, and the technology could very well form the basis for

creating multiple small machines that cooperate to form larger

bodies capable of exploring and understanding more about the

universe.

IV. INFERENCES

A. Objective

It is important not to lose sight of what mankind seeks

to achieve. The objective of creating an AI is not to imitate

the human brain or to imitate biological life. The objective

is to create machines that are capable of intelligence that is

as good or better than human understanding and intelligence.

Facts from table I, sections III-B1, III-C2 and III-C3 prove

that technology can be developed using properties of any

available material, while the intelligence and understanding

generated thus, can be specific to the technology that created

it. The progress of AI has been impeded by the limitations of

technology mentioned in section III-F. If intelligence cannot

be defined yet, the least that can be done is to obtain clarity

on the objectives that can be pursued, based on the knowledge

from section III.

B. Obtaining clarity about AI

Is it too early to make conclusions about intelligence? :

Yes. Subsection III-A and III-C show that there is a lot more

to discover about the properties of molecules and cooperative

behavior, before making conclusions about intelligence.

Do neurons or DNA have to be mimicked to simulate

intelligence? : No. Table I, sections III-B1 and III-C2 show

that signaling and storage of information can be performed in

any manner, using any suitable technology. Sections III-D8

and III-E2 show how intelligence is unaffected by stroke,

partial removal of the hippocampus or starvation, but in cases

of intellectual impairment, the lack of oxygen or iodine at a

young age can impair intelligence for life, due to the lack

of maturation of the hippocampus [81]. Studies on traumatic

brain injury [7] have shown that intelligence is a function of

multiple overlapping capabilities of the brain [7]. This means

that the breadth and depth of available memories and the

degree of associativity among various types of memories play

a role in intelligence. Even microorganisms could be capable

of intelligence [38]. The design of algorithms that perform

deductions using available data and the memory storage tech-

niques are crucial to simulate intelligence. Intelligence needs

to be supported by an understanding, which is the capacity to

fit phenomena to known models.

Does macro-life follow similar patterns as micro-life?: Yes.

Cell membranes are like human skin. Cells differentiating into

various types, are like humans taking up different professions.

Cell signaling is similar to various communication networks

humans have. Cells identifying as belonging to a group or

body is similar to human communities. There appears to be a

pattern that is followed when smaller groups of entities join

to form a larger entity [56]. However, as mentioned in section

III-A, the rules defining the patterns will always be adapted

to the conditions and forces experienced by the larger entity.

This also means that it should theoretically be possible to

derive inferences about intelligence, by observing the manner

in which human communities form a collective intelligence

and a purpose-driven existence.



Are mutations, crossovers, aging and death necessary? :

The discovery of x-rays, the spherical shape of the Earth

[4] and heliocentrism are few examples of how accidents,

errors and lateral thinking can result in better conclusions or

discoveries than purely logical thinking. Errors, complications

or wastes accumulating in the body or in memory, does

necessitate either a cleanup or death. The Banyan, Pando and

Turritopsis dohrnii from sections III-C3 and table I, show that

mutations, crossovers, aging and death are not an essential

part of life, but are useful features under certain circum-

stances. Artificial intelligence can therefore be conceptualized

as possessing the capability of performing experimental body-

modifications, replication and essential-memory summariza-

tion which gets passed on to a new or extended body.

Should AI be built with multiple senses?: Yes. Even sim-

ple applications can benefit from multiple senses, as shown

by section III-D. For example, a simple speech-processing

application requires the capability of producing sound on

its own (not just by using software, but also with physical

actuators), comparing those sounds with the audio inputs

received by it, long-term event-based memory and spatial

senses to understand Doppler effect or the characteristics of

the audio source. A more complex computer vision application

for a self driving car requires pixel information, fuel/battery

information, tactile inputs (from all surfaces including the

tires), spatial inputs, perception of time, knowledge of who

humans are, knowledge of why humans travel from one point

to another, the consequences of collision, expenses incurred,

how the expenses affect the human and the vehicle, conse-

quences of crashing into an obstacle and why the consequences

are detrimental. These are the realities of what makes humans

knowledgeable enough to drive a vehicle. A self-driving car

without this knowledge should not be allowed on the road.

Does all sensory information need to be combined?: Some-

times yes, sometimes no. Musical memory, the Molyneux

problem, stuttering, the Gestalt principles, etcetera in section

III-D show that a selective combination of relevant senses

would work just fine.

Should AI have a body and a face?: To fill gaps in missing

information, an AI needs to not only use inputs to infer

a world model, it should also be capable of using existing

information to build its own world model, as evidenced in the

anomalies of section III-E4. A strong AI definitely requires

a body that helps it explore and experience the real world.

Communication of information between agents happens via

body-language, pheromones and multiple other mechanisms.

As long as communication happens, a face is not necessary.

Features should be designed based on functionality, rather than

mimicking biological features for the sake of familiarity.

Is current technology sufficient for strong AI?: A Turing-

complete computing machine should theoretically be capable

of strong AI if the appropriate algorithms, abstraction tech-

niques and memory storage techniques are invented. However,

a technology that possesses a more fundamental capability

of accounting for the multi-dimensional combinatorial pos-

sibilities of the real-world and is more flexible than current

mathematical techniques, would be more efficient and resilient.

Qubits of quantum computing may be a ray of hope in this

regard.

Is an attention-span and emotion required?: Attention

spans are necessary to focus on tasks. Emotions are a concept

that is not fully understood, but since they may be a method

of retaining attention span for significant events based on the

consequences of the events, emotions could potentially be

designed as attention-spans. Emotion also needs to account

for a sense of belonging to a community, an extension of self

into the community and even inanimate objects (similar to

how a tool or vehicle is used as an extended capability of the

body).

Are free-will and consciousness required?: A weak AI

does not require it, as it is meant to perform pre-defined

tasks to perfection. A strong AI requires a temporary set

of goals created, deleted and updated by itself, to simulate

free-will (which offers resilience in handling unpredictable

situations), but until a clear understanding of consciousness

is obtained, consciousness should at a minimum be simulated

via the recognition of body extents, goals, time perception,

own capabilities and a recognition of the capabilities of other

living and non-living entities.

How should memories be stored? : Certain AI’s would

require extremely accurate memory storage, while AI’s dealing

with multi-dimensional real-world information would benefit

from storing incrementally complex information in the manner

that a CNN does. Section III-D7 mentions that memory

encoding and recall is not fully understood, but it is important

to design functionality based on specific needs and available

technology, rather than assuming that biological techniques

are superior or better-suited for a use-case. Any AI would

benefit from a memory designed to quickly access a lifetime

of experiences multiple times even for trivial decision-making

tasks. This paper proposes that memory be designed as events,

since even commonsense is a result of consulting vast stores

of memories and experiences, rather than a mere utilization of

simplistic, symbolic rules.

Is intelligence a function of community? : Not entirely,

but the exchange of information and validation from multiple

entities does appear to enhance intelligence, cooperation and

submissiveness to entities with higher knowledge. Intelligence

appears to be more complex than a mere processing of

instructions. Communication and pressure from microscopic

and macroscopic sources appears to contribute to the complex

dimension of intelligence. Section III-E3 lists such experi-

ments, while table I and section III-C4 list multiple capabilities

where errors, experimentation, observation, division of labor

and communication helped biological organisms escape biases

and local optima, to evolve improved technology and under-

standing.

Is simulating pain necessary? : No. The reason why pain

is painful is not fully understood [24] (and it could be morally

questionable to make an AI experience pain), although there is

an obvious benefit to create a notification system of damages



to any physical body-part or even to software (damages caused

by malware).

Can current AI be called AI?: No. Current state-of-the-art

can at-best be called an Analytical Engine or Machine Learn-

ing. Machine Intelligence or Artificial Intelligence requires

more advanced capabilities to be identified as intelligence,

even if it does not resemble animal intelligence.

What goals should an AI pursue?: If a living organism

were guaranteed a constant supply of nutrition, safety and

elimination of wastes, it would have no incentive to do

anything else. An agent in a dormant state (a virus, a seed

or worms in natural cryopreservation [100]), could remain

inactive indefinitely. The goals of biological agents appear to

be a derivative of needs. The survival instinct, dormancy and

replication appear to have arisen from the need to preserve

the means and know-how of creating the chemical balance of

life. Mutations, selfish-DNA, gametes and plasmids (sections

III-C3 and III-C4) appear to be created from a need to im-

prove and consolidate important knowledge. Every action and

decision is imposed by internal or external stimuli. Machines

on the other hand, are different. As long as machines are

supplied with electricity and can malfunction without negative

consequences to itself, a machine will have no incentive to

do anything that drives it to acquire intelligence. Therefore,

goals can be defined based on the types of AI: 1. Goals for

a weak AI would be to perform very specific human-defined

tasks. 2. A slave AI built as an embodied consciousness can

have goals of utilizing a lifetime of memories and sensory

inputs to understand the function and purpose of everything it

encounters and understand the consequences of events, thus

being capable of performing the core tasks it is assigned,

creating temporary goals to achieve intermediate tasks, learn

and explore once the core task is completed, make use of

other objects or entities as slaves, follow orders, be capable

of sourcing energy on its own and repairing itself using pre-

built parts. Such an AI could potentially learn enough to be a

threat to humanity, but regulations, surveillance and the AI’s

dependency on raw materials prevents such an eventuality.

3. A strong AI can possess consciousness, curiosity, general-

intelligence and the capability to invent. Building such an AI

is not a necessity, but from all of section III, a fundamental

goal of living creatures that stands out, is the pursuit of better

knowledge. A machine or a human-augmented machine that

can explore the universe, build larger machines as supersets

of smaller cooperative machines, discover more about the

universe, and constantly translate and share the knowledge

with humanity, would perhaps satisfy the deepest thirst of

mankind: To overcome physical limitations of the body and

understand more about the universe to eventually find out why

we exist.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper seeks to highlight two important points: 1. It

is not necessary to mimic nature to create an AI. It is more

important to identify what has to be achieved, and use or invent

suitable technology that will shape AI according to the need.

2. When searching for clues about intelligence, researchers

tend to turn to nature and microscopic phenomena for inspira-

tion. However, human behavior and human communities offer

similar clues at an easier-to-observe, macroscopic scale.

A few centuries ago, nobody could predict the invention

of software. Similarly, the future may hold technologies and

AI capabilities that are far beyond the comprehension of

contemporary researchers. To achieve such progress, it is

necessary for a small section of academia to continue actively

encouraging collaboration between scientific departments to

pursue alternate ideas and discover new technologies, regard-

less of funding or commercial interests. Information in sections

III and IV show how a concise but broad perspective of

facts and anomalies can help in identifying similar patterns,

which simplifies the process of logically eliminating incorrect

assumptions about the technology and goals of AI. Simplistic

representation of intelligence in mathematical and software

models are sufficient for machine learning or weak AI. How-

ever, rather than strive to implement conscious intelligence

via a strong AI capable of artificial general intelligence, it

is more appropriate to recognize that the purpose of building

AI was to create cost-effective slaves. Hardware, algorithms,

cognitive architectures and theories on intelligence need to be

re-visited and re-built from the ground-up, since intelligence

is a function of events, consequences, collaboration, tweaks,

errors, error-correction, observation and logical analysis of

various types of information. The perspective offered via this

paper is meant to assist the reader zoom from the level of the

universe, down to the level of biological nano-machines and

the vast complexities of life, matter and unknown forces, when

designing the technologies that approach our understanding of

intelligence. This paper is also an ode to the toil and sacrifices

of every researcher and philosopher on whose shoulders we

stand today.
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